
IDEAL FOR LARGER ENTERPRISES &
CONSULTANT FIRMS

Allows to scan unlimited URLs and source code files of

your apps (or your customer apps if you're a consultant).

Scans can be performed an unlimited number of times

during the license period.

Supports SAST, DAST, OAST and MAST methodologies.

Includes 1 seat and 1 year of technical support, upgrades

and vulnerability updates.

Includes surface-to-dark web monitoring that detects

leaks related to your company's Internet domain (a single

domain included).

Includes coverage for all the scripting languages

supported by Syhunt, including: Mobile: Java, Swift,

Objective-C, C & C++. Web: PHP, classic ASP, ASP.NET,

Java/JSP, Node.js, Lua, Perl, Python and Ruby

Includes the Basic Consultant Permit for an unlimited

number of projects during the license period.

Expert project support can be activated for 15 days

through the Syhunt AVA Project Support service at a

budget friendly price (see more info on right side).

OTHER AVAILABLE INFINITY EDITIONS

Dynamic Infinity: Includes DAST & OAST coverage.

Code Infinity: Includes SAST & MAST coverage.

AVA EXPERT PROJECT SUPPORT

Available for a punctual corporate or consultant

application vulnerability assessment project at a budget

friendly price.

Hold kick-off meeting to share your project details and

specifications, and set the service schedule and scope.

Optimization of Syhunt for scanning list of key, in-scope

targets, and accelerated product customization to meet

project needs.

Dedicated expert assistance to accelerate review and

understanding of scan reports.

Optional discreet presence of a Syhunt expert or key

representative person during key virtual meetings.

Usually takes place over a 15-day time frame.

Assistance during re-testing (if required) takes place over a

7-day time frame.

The above time frames and license period can be

extended if required at a budget friendly price.

For more information about Syhunt, visit:

www.syhunt.com

The Syhunt Hybrid Infinity Edition has been designed for larger enterprises and

consultant firms with wider target needs and recurring vulnerability assessment projects and allows to

perform DAST, SAST and MAST tasks against an unlimited number of targets and all kinds of supported

environments and programming languages. The Infinity Edition can be combined with Syhunt's AVA Project

Support service whenever needed, allowing you to get dedicated expert assistance for your AVA

(Application Vulnerability Assessment) projects.

https://www.syhunt.com/
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